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HCI Solution Composition

aSV (mandatory) + aNET + aSAN
+NFV
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Sizing: Sizing is all about hardware

Resource Calculation

 CPU: the capacity of CPU is calculated based on the cores and frequency. Hyper-thread technology is commonly 
used in current CPU architecture, turbo-boost parameter (1.2) also needs to be considered. The formula of CPU 
capacity= number of cores * base frequency * 1.2

Take an example of Intel E5-2660 v3 , you can look up the detailed performance of this CPU on Intel website: 
https://ark.intel.com/products/81706/Intel-Xeon-Processor-E5-2660-v3-25M-Cache-2_60-GHz
It has 10 cores with hyper-thread, each core has a base frequency of 2.6GHZ, 
the total capacity = 10 * 2.6GHZ * 1.2 = 31.2GHZ

https://ark.intel.com/products/81706/Intel-Xeon-Processor-E5-2660-v3-25M-Cache-2_60-GHz
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Sizing: Sizing is all about hardware

Resource Calculation 
 For our aServer appliance, the CPU capacity is a bit different since the HCI software will take up a core of CPU 

resource on each node. So the usable CPU capacity of aServer2200 is (2*10-1)* 2.6GHZ* 1.2 = 59.28GHZ.
Explanation: aServer2200 has 2 pieces of E5-2660v3 with totally 20 cores, but 1 core will be used by software, so the 
total usable CPU cores is 20-1=19.

Memory: it’s much easier than CPU,  usable memory capacity= memory capacity – 8GB.
Say aServer2000, it has 96GB by default, then usable memory capacity= 96-8 GB= 88GB, if there are 3 in a cluster, 
total usable memory capacity in the cluster is 88GB* 3= 264GB.

 Storage: 
• Raw capacity: the total raw capacity of data disk. Say you have 4 pieces of 4TB SATA hard disks, then total raw 

capacity is 4*4TB= 16TB.
• Usable capacity: since copy mechanism is used on HCI, typically 2 copies, the usable capacity is raw 

capacity/2 *0.8 = raw capacity* 0.4. Here 0.8 is a buffer parameter, because of the software overhead and 
disk usable capacity difference (4TB raw disk doesn’t actually have 4TB usable capacity, just like your 128GB 
iPhone has 121.8GB actual usable capacity).

Let’s say you have 2 nodes with 3* 2TB SATA & 1*240GB SSD each in a cluster, the usable storage capacity is 
3*2*2*0.4= 4.8TB. No need to take SSD cache disk into consideration for storage capacity.
Note: Number of SSD to HDD should be  between 1:3 to 1:5, larger SATA requires larger SSD as cache.



Test

The configuration of a cluster is as below, calculate the total resource.
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Item Configuration Usable Resource

Model 3* aServer2100

CPU 6* E5-2630v3

Memory 3* 128GB

Disk 3*(2*480GB SSD,6*4TB SATA )

NIC 3*(6*GE)

3*6*4*0.4= 28.8TB

(6*8-3)*2.4*1.2=129.6GHZ

3*(128-8)=360GB

18*GE



Sizing for Customer

Transformation

• CPU Resource Requirement:
➢ Existing Physical CPU Capacity* Peak Usage (typically less than 50%)

• Memory Resource Requirement:
➢ Existing Physical Memory Capacity* Peak Usage (typically less than 70%)

• Storage Resource Requirement:
➢ Rough Calculation: Number of disks* raw capacity

➢ Precise Calculation: take RAID into consideration, for example, RAID5(4+1) consists of 
5*4TB SATA, usable capacity is 4*4*0.91= 15TB. Typically usable capacity can be checked 
on management console

New

New Application Requirement: Add up all the CPU, memory and storage capacity 
requirement.
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However…
What if customer can only provide you a list of VM configurations ?

The key is CPU sizing, first you need to calculate the total core number of all the VMs, from this chart is 64 vCPU cores, since
modern CPUs support hyper-thread technology, and one physical core can be regarded 2 virtual cores, then this case needs 32 
physical cores, thus 4 sockets of E5-2630 v3 (8 core, 2.4 GHZ) can be configured.

Note: the number of single physical CPU cores should be larger than the single maximum virtual core number (here is 6) / 2. In a 
virtual environment, single virtual CPU core number on a VM must not exceed the physical threads of a single CPU, say on 
aServer 2000 (E5-2620 v3, 6 core), single vCPU core cannot be configured with more than 12.

The memory and storage sizing stay the same as previously mentioned. Add them all up and then match the physical specs to it.

Note: This is the method for rough sizing, for more precise sizing, refer to the previous introduction. Total virtual core number of 
all VMs can exceed the total thread number of all physical CPUs due to CPU dispatching mechanism, but in that case performance 
cannot be guaranteed.
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Oversubscribing CPU Resources

In order to establish a baseline understanding of physical and virtual processor management, you must 
understand that in Sangfor HCI, a physical CPU (often abbreviated pCPU) refers to :

 When hyperthreading is not present or enabled: A single physical CPU core

 When hyperthreading is present or enabled: A single logical CPU core

Here are some examples:
 If a host has two 8 core processors without hyperthreading, that host has 16 physical CPUs (8 cores * 2 processors)

 If a host has two 8 core processors with hyperthreading enabled, that host has 32 physical CPUs (8 cores * 2 processors * 2 threads per core)

In this sizing guide, the following vCPU:pCPU guidelines are established:
 1:1 to 3:1 is no problem

 3:1 to 5:1 may begin to cause performance degradation

 6:1 or greater is often going to cause a problem

Here’s an example:

A host has two 8 core physical processors with hyperthreading enabled, that means to HCI platform the host has 2*2*8=32 pCPUs, the safe ratio of 
vCPU to pCPU is 1:1 to 1:3, then 32vCPU to 96 vCPU can be created on the host with no significant performance degradation.

Note: Go with 1:1 if performance is priority and budget is not an issue.

The actual achievable ratio in a specific environment depends on a number of factors:
 Processor Age – Newer processors are much more robust than older ones and, with newer processors, organizations should be able to achieve 

higher ratios.

 Workload Type – Different kinds of workloads on the host will result in different possible ratios. 
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Sizing for Customer

• After the calculation of existing CPU, memory and storage resource requirement, 
match them with the resource of aServer hardware.

Note: HA VMs resource should be doubled
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Item Hostname Item Decription CPU Frequency RAM Storage OS Application

Ewallet Production

1 MAD-APP-01 Mobile App Payment Service 8 1.8 16 300 Centos 7.x Tomcat 8.x

2 MAD-WEB-01 Mobile App Web Service 8 1.8 16 300 Centos 7.x Apache 2.4

3 MAD-DB-01 Mobile App DB 6 2.0 32 1000 Centos 7.x MySql 5.7.x

4 EWD-DBS-01 BEW and LMS DB 14 2.0 28 256 Centos 7.x MySql 5.7.x

5 EWD-NFS-01 NFS for LMS 6 2.2 8 6000 Centos 7.x

6 LMD-APP-01 LMS Application 2 1.6 8 125 Centos 7.x Tomcat 8.x

7 LMD-BAT-01 LMS Batch 2 1.6 16 250 Centos 7.x Tomcat 8.x

8 EWD-APP-01 EWS Application 2 2.2 4 250 Centos 7.x Tomcat 8.x

9 EWD-WEB-01 EWS Web 4 1.6 8 250 Centos 7.x Tomcat 8.x

Total 99.2GHZ 136GB 8.73TB

Let’s say CPU peak usage is 60%, then total capacity requirement is 59.52GHZ
To match the capacity, 2 sets of aServer2000 is needed with total 63.36GHZ usable CPU capacity, 176GB 
usable memory. 
The total raw capacity needed is 8.73/0.4= 22TB, 22/4TB= 5.4, round it up to 6, that means totally 6*4TB 
SATA is needed, configure 480GB SSD as cache for 4TB SATA. 
Note: resource calculated by this method will typically exceed customer’s requirement, for customer with 
enough budget, this is no issue. Otherwise get the peak usage of all resources to do a more precise sizing.

Example



IOPS 

Since there’re so many factors which can influence IOPS (read/write ratio, IO size/depth, specs, etc.), it’s 
quite difficult to tell how many exact IOPS there are for a HCI appliance with specific configuration. To get 
accurate IOPS result, the only way is POC test. Get the kit, show them the power.

However, we’re frequently being asked by partners and customers how many IOPS your HCI can reach with 
this or that configuration. Here’s the test result from our R&D that you can refer to, the environment is 3 
nodes of aServer2200 with standard configuration (480GB SSD, 2TB HDD, 10GE). In a typical 70% read, 30% 
write 4K IO scenario, the optimal IOPS for a single node is 32,000. SSD performance is the limit, with storage 
tier-ing, read and write go to SSD in priority.  
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How to Quote

Hardware

• After resource calculated and hardware model selected, fill them out in the price 
book

Software

• HCI base software is quoted on a physical CPU basis, the total price depends on the 
number of physical CPUs in the cluster. For example, if there are three 2-socket 
nodes in a cluster, then 3*2=6 base software licenses are needed.

• NFV is licensed per instance. Each license is bundled with specific NFV model, say 
customer needs 2*vAF200, then 2 licenses of vAF200 are needed.

Service

• Includes hardware service & software service, list price calculated automatically in 
the price book, just need to fill in the years.(typically 1 year, 3 years)

Notes: Software service is mandatory, without software service, software can’t get upgrades and 
technical support.
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Thank you !

sales@sangfor.com

www.sangfor.com

Sangfor Technologies (Headquarters)
Block A1, Nanshan iPark, No.1001 
Xueyuan Road, Nanshan District, 
Shenzhen, Guangdong Province, 
P. R. China (518055)



IOPS

Sangfor aSAN uses mixed SSD and SATA/SAS to improve the IOPS performance

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IOPS

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IOPS
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